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With over 21 years of technical expertise, including 13 years in service to the Department of

Defense, Tyler COhen Wood is an internationally recognized technologist and thought leader.

Tyler is not only the Co-Founder of Dark Cryptonite, a startup at the forefront of U.S. patent-

pending technology, but also the Founder and CEO of MyConnectedHealth Inc., a global

healthcare platform that strategically leverages technology and secure patient crowd data to

diagnose and treat diseases.

As a former Director of the Cyber Risk Management group at AT&T, Tyler's thought leadership and

cybersecurity acumen were instrumental in developing innovative solutions to protect customers

from the escalating cyber threat landscape. Her extensive experience at the U.S. Defense

Intelligence Agency, where she served as a Senior Intelligence Officer and Deputy Cyber Division

Chief, underscores her vital contributions to national security.

An accomplished author, national security expert, and cyber authority, Tyler has received numerous

accolades, including being named one of the "Top 10 Cybersecurity Keynote Speakers" by

Onalytica. Her expertise has been sought after by major media outlets, and she has been featured

on programs such as Good Morning America, FOX and Friends, and CNN.

Tyler's impact extends beyond the keynote stage to her role as a host on the Voice America

network, where she leads discussions on cybersecurity, health-tech, fintech, and other critical

cyber issues through her live talk show, "MyConnectedLife."

Tyler has been previously recognized as a Finalist for Cybersecurity Woman Leader of the Year and

as one of the "30 Most Inspiring Women in AI” by Engati. Her contributions to the field have

solidified her place among the "Top 50 Women in Tech Influencers to Follow."

Please join me in welcoming the distinguished Tyler Cohen Wood, a dynamic speaker, author, and

visionary shaping the future of cybersecurity and technology.
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